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Abstract

We present a method for stress decomposition to understand the rich interactions present in the large amplitude oscillatory shear (LAOS) of
shear-thickening suspensions. This method is rooted in experiments, does not rely on a preexisting rheological model, and is free of any a
priori symmetry arguments. The decomposition allows us to extract the hydrodynamic, contact, and Brownian contributions to map out how
these stresses evolve over an oscillation cycle. Access to the time evolution of each stress component provides us with valuable insights into
the microscopic details governing the system rheology such as the identification of the time scale for buildup and relaxation of the force
chains governing suspension thickening, as well as various asymmetries characterizing the microstructure. While we have chosen to demon-
strate this technique on colloidal suspensions, its generality should allow us to utilize it to investigate the LAOS response of other systems
ranging from colloidal gels to polymer melts. © 2020 The Society of Rheology. https://doi.org/10.1122/1.5144520

I. INTRODUCTION

Large amplitude oscillatory shear (LAOS) has, in recent
years, emerged as a powerful method for characterizing the
nonlinear rheological response of materials [1–10]. In this
method, a sample undergoes oscillatory shear in which the
strain amplitude, γ0, is large (usually γ0 . 100%). Wide
adoption of this technique stems from its versatility and ease
of implementation in most conventional rheometers. By
varying the oscillation amplitude in a systematic way, it is
possible to map out both the linear and nonlinear responses
of a material. We show a typical set of LAOS plots for shear-
thickening fluids and Newtonian fluids in Fig. 1. For a
Newtonian fluid, the stress-strain plot is circular, while the
stress-strain rate plot is linear (dashed lines in Fig. 1). For
shear thickening fluids, there are obvious deviations from the
Newtonian response, especially at the onset of thickening
near the extreme strains. While LAOS experiments character-
ize these deviations, they do not shed light on their origins.
Thus, it remains challenging to interpret the results, in part,
because the measured stress in these experiments can arise
from a variety of microscale mechanisms.

To address this challenge, pioneering studies have devel-
oped a number of theoretical approaches [2,9,11–19]. The
most powerful approach for interpreting the data is to have a

constitutive equation that relates the measured stress to physical
properties of the material such as the viscosity and modulus
[2,9,12–15]. Such relations, however, are often incomplete,
especially in highly nonlinear materials [13–15]. More com-
monly, theorists have tried to construct phenomenon-specific
theoretical models based on intuition about the microscale
dynamics governing the material response. Unfortunately, for
many fluids, including shear-thickening suspensions, such
models have not yet been fully developed due to insufficient
understanding of the microscale dynamics. To address this
gap, researchers often turn to numerical simulations to deter-
mine the dominant microscopic mechanisms at play. The com-
putational cost, however, of including all possible mechanisms,
or at least a subset of known microscopic forces, is often pro-
hibitive. Thus, researchers must pick and choose what mecha-
nisms to incorporate in the simulations, which, in some cases
has, led to simulations missing a dominant mechanism.
Because of these limitations, even simulations constructed to
capture the total stress response often do not accurately account
for the relative stress contributions of the various microscale
processes determining the system rheology [20].

Outside of theory and simulations, there have been
attempts to experimentally understand the physics encoded in
LAOS deformation without assuming any constitutive form.
One such approach is recovery rheology, in which the
sample undergoes shear stress cessation/recoil at various
points on the LAOS cycle to extract the recoverable strain
[21–23]. The success of this approach in improving our
understanding of the physics of polymeric systems suggests
that carefully planned, time-dependent experimental proto-
cols can be a powerful method to understand the complex
physics involved in these nonlinear flows.
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Here, we present a set of experimental protocols to
improve the interpretability of LAOS measurements through
complete decomposition of the measured stress into its con-
stituent components. We show that for dense suspensions,
conducting shear reversal and shear cessation experiments
at each point along a LAOS cycle allows for determining
the relative contributions of the contact, Brownian, and
hydrodynamic stresses. Resolving the total stress into its
components provides insights into the dominant physical
processes governing the response, accurately characterizes
their evolution, and can serve to more rigorously test model
predictions.

II. BACKGROUND

It has previously been shown that the total shear stress of a
suspension of frictional but otherwise hard microspheres sus-
pended in a Newtonian fluid under an imposed shear flow is

well modeled as a linear sum of contact (C), Brownian (B),
and hydrodynamic (H) stresses [24–30],

σT ¼ σC þ σB þ σH : (1)

Here, the Brownian stresses arise from thermal agitation of
the particles and the anisotropy in their distributions [31].
During shear, the particle distribution is compressed along
the maximal compression axis and the Brownian stresses
oppose this compression. The hydrodynamic stresses arise
from the viscous damping of the solvent and depend both
on the local particle velocities and global configuration of
the suspension [32,33]. This stress is proportional to the
applied strain rate.

The contact stress, σC, has been observed to arise when
particles in dense suspensions are sufficiently strained, result-
ing in tight packing along the maximum compressive axis.
Typical contributions to σC arise from interparticle normal
forces and friction [34–36]. The exact origin and balance of
these contributions is an active area of study and may depend
on the specifics of the suspension chemistry. In all of these
cases, however, the contact stresses rapidly diminish with
increasing particle separation, characterized by a decay length
scale typically much smaller than that of other stresses.

In a previous work, it was shown that the contact stress of
a shear-thickening colloidal suspension can be distinguished
from the hydrodynamic stress by conducting a reversal exper-
iment [37]. In those experiments, the flow was very strong
compared to Brownian motion, as characterized by the Péclet
number, Pe = _γa2=D � 105, where _γ is the shear rate, a is the
particle size, and D ¼ kBT=6πηa is the characteristic diffusiv-
ity of a single particle. As a consequence, the Brownian contri-
bution was thought to be negligible and σT ¼ σC þ σH .
Non-Brownian simulations of the reversal experiment in the
same study that included contact stresses were found to be in
excellent agreement with the reversal experiments capturing
both the thickening during continuous shear as well as the
changes in the total stress after reversal. These simulations con-
firmed that just after reversal the magnitude of the hydrody-
namic contribution to the stress, σH , was unchanged while the
contact contribution, σC, decayed to zero. The contact stress
can thus be determined by subtracting the remaining stress
immediately after reversal, which corresponds to σH , from σT .
These results confirm the guiding principle behind this tech-
nique that low Reynolds number flows have time-reversal sym-
metry so that their magnitude before and after reversal remains
unchanged while the contact stresses vanish [38,39].

For flows characterized by moderate Péclet numbers, the
situation is more complicated since Brownian stresses play a
role and are coupled to the hydrodynamic forces. Here,
Brownian stresses due to the suspension densification along
the maximum compressive axis contribute to the total stress
as given by Eq. (1). Upon reversal of a thickened suspension,
while the hydrodynamic stress has the same magnitude but
opposite direction, the Brownian stress maintains both the
same magnitude and the same direction. Thus, reversal
experiments alone cannot determine the exact hydrodynamic
stress since the stress immediately after reversal, σrev, is the
difference between the hydrodynamic and Brownian stresses

FIG. 1. Different ways of visualizing the LAOS cycle for a shear-thickening
colloidal suspension. The stress, strain, and the strain rate are normalized by
their maximum values, σ0, γ0, and _γ0, respectively. The arrows indicate the
direction in which the curve is traversed. The normalized stress versus strain
Lissajous–Bowditch curve in (a) is divided into four quadrants for the ease
of reference. The corresponding regions in the normalized stress versus strain
rate curve in (b) are similarly labeled. The dashed lines in (a) and (b) corre-
spond to Newtonian behavior, respectively.
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prior to reversal,

σrev ¼ σH � σB: (2)

More information about the relative contributions of the
stresses can be obtained by a shear cessation experiment. In
this experiment, the suspension flow is halted by rapidly
reducing the strain rate to zero. The hydrodynamic stress (σH),
which is rate-dependent, immediately decays to zero while the
elastic components due to contact (σC) and Brownian (σB)
stresses remain unchanged immediately after cessation [40–48].
Often, contact stresses due to particle elasticity or electrostatic
repulsion decay too rapidly to measure using conventional rhe-
ometers. The contribution from Brownian stresses due to the
asymmetry in particle distribution, however, decays over a
much longer time scale. In principle, therefore, it should be
possible to determine σB from a cessation experiment by
extrapolating the stress after cessation to the value at the point
of cessation. Equation (2) then allows us to determine σH from
the shear reversal experiment, which subsequently allows us to
determine σC from Eq. (1). Thus, by separately conducting a
shear reversal and shear cessation experiment at each point
along the LAOS Lissajous–Bowditch curve, we can extract the
relative contributions of σC, σB, and σH .

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Materials

We carry out the measurements on a canonical shear-
thickening suspension of charge-stabilized silica (Angstrom
Sphere) with a radius of 2 μm suspended in pure glycerol
(Sigma Aldrich, η0 ¼ 7 Pa s at 3:5 �C) at a volume fraction
f ¼ 0:48. The suspension was prepared using simple mixing
and sonication. Since glycerol is hygroscopic, contact with
the environment was kept to a minimum by sealing vials
with parafilm tape, and each sample was freshly prepared
prior to measurement. We found that the rate dependent vis-
cosity of the suspension was highly consistent and varied by
less than 5% for each sample throughout the measurements,
indicating absorption of water into the sample was minimal.
This is, in part, due to the low surface area to volume ratio of
the Couette geometry. Importantly, the high viscosity lowers
the critical strain rate required for thickening and provides a
longer time window for conducting our reversal and cessa-
tion experiments. Over the range of strain rates used in the
experiments, we observed no secondary flows, squeeze flow,
Taylor vorticies, or other nonlinear rheological behavior that
could affect our results.

B. Measurement apparatus and specifications

Measurements were performed using the ARES-G2 strain-
controlled rheometer with a Couette cell. The effective bob
length is 41:5 mm, and the inner and outer diameters are
27:7 mm and 30:0 mm, respectively, which correspond to a
gap ratio of 0:91. The sample was maintained at a temperature
of 3:5 �C using a Peltier temperature controller. The range of
strain rates used in our measurements is 0:05 s�1 , _γ , 1 s�1

corresponding to a Péclet number range of 104 , Pe , 105

and a Reynolds number range of 10�7 , Re , 10�6, where
we set the characteristic length scale as the particle radius and
the characteristic velocity as _γL, where L is the gap width.
When recording the stress at a frequency of 250Hz, the rhe-
ometer has a noise floor of � 0:1 Pa and a strain rate resolu-
tion of 10�4 s�1.

Because the rheometer resolution is limited by the finite
motor adjustment time and delay in the transducer dynamics,
care must be taken when collecting data for reversal and ces-
sation protocols. The instrument limitations are evident by the
inertial overshoot in the instantaneous strain rate immediately
after imposing the step change at reversal and cessation. The
time taken for the instrument to correct for this overshoot was
characterized using pure glycerol (see supplementary material
[51]). We found that this response time increases with instanta-
neous strain rate and disappears after 20–70 ms for the range
of parameters in our experiments. In our results for the reversal
experiments, we only plot data at strains where the instanta-
neous strain rate has reached a steady state. For the cessation
experiment, we indicate the instrument response time as a gray
shaded region and use the data at longer time scales to
conduct our analysis.

The same protocol has been performed on an Anton Paar
MCR702 rheometer with a Couette cell, which has a gap
ratio of 0:92 (see supplementary material [51]). Here, we
present data gathered using the ARES rheometer since it had
better resolution for the estimation of Brownian stresses
given its faster response time following shear cessation.

C. Measurements

1. Visualization of LAOS response using Lissajous–
Bowditch curves

The LAOS curves used in this paper are parameterized by
a strain amplitude, γ0 ¼ 5 and a frequency ω ¼ 0:2 s�1,
which gives a strain rate amplitude _γ0 ¼ 1 s�1. These param-
eters were chosen to ensure the strain and strain rate ampli-
tudes are large enough to induce thickening behavior in the
suspension. The stress, strain, and the strain rate are normal-
ized by their maximum values, σ0, γ0, and _γ0, respectively,
and we plot the normalized stress against normalized strain
in Fig. 1(a) and the normalized stress against normalized
strain rate in Fig. 1(b). In this representation, the response of
a Newtonian fluid corresponds to a circle in the stress-strain
plot and a line in the stress-strain rate plot. Deviations from
these forms indicate non-Newtonian behavior.

The LAOS curves for our suspension show significant
deviations from the linear viscous behavior (solid versus
dashed lines in Fig. 1). These deviations are especially prom-
inent near the large strains corresponding to an instantaneous
strain rate of zero. To analyze these deviations, we divide the
Lissajous–Bowditch curves into four quadrants. Moving
clockwise, quadrant I shows small deviations from the linear
response indicating that the system is behaving like a
Newtonian fluid with a high shear-thickened viscosity. From
the stress-strain rate curve [Fig. 1(b)], we also find a small
region where the slope is smaller than one indicating that the
suspension thins near the transition to quadrant II. At the
crossover between quadrants I and II, the instantaneous strain
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rate changes direction and the strain starts to decrease. From
the stress versus strain rate curve [Fig. 1(b)] for quadrant II,
we observe shear thinning (slope , 1) followed by shear
thickening (slope . 1). The thickened state is maintained
through the crossover to quadrant III, which is mirror sym-
metric to quadrant I. Due to the mirror symmetry of quad-
rants I and III and quadrants II and IV, it is sufficient to
analyze just two quadrants of the LAOS curves to obtain a
stress deconstruction for the complete cycle. In this paper,
quadrants I and IV were chosen for analysis.

2. Shear reversal experiments

To conduct an LAOS shear reversal experiment, we identify
points of interest on the Lissajous–Bowditch curve each
defined by a specific instantaneous strain, strain rate pair (γ, _γ).
At each point of interest, the strain rate was abruptly reversed
from _γ to a continuous constant strain rate of � _γ. The measure-
ment results from this protocol for (γ ¼ 3:57, _γ ¼ 0:7 s�1)
and (γ ¼ �3:57, _γ ¼ 0:7 s�1) are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)
for quadrants I and IV of the Lissajous–Bowditch curves,
respectively.

In each figure, we plot the instantaneous strain (γ), strain
rate ( _γ), stress (σ), and viscosity (η) versus time (t) through
two LAOS cycles (unshaded region) followed by a reversal
experiment (shaded region). The roman numerals above the
topmost plot indicate the quadrant of the Lissajous curve at
that time period. The system was initially sheared for approx-
imately two full cycles, which was sufficient for achieving

reproducible LAOS behavior. At the time of reversal, trev, the
strain and strain rate abruptly changes from the LAOS oscil-
latory behavior to a steady state shear with a strain rate equal
in magnitude but in the opposite direction. Simultaneously,
the stress and viscosity exhibit drops characteristic of reversal
experiments in shear-thickening fluids [37].

3. Shear cessation experiments

The cessation experiment was implemented in a similar
manner as the reversal experiment, with the instantaneous
strain rate being set to zero upon reaching the selected point
of interest. The measurement results from this protocol
for (γ ¼ 3:57, _γ ¼ 0:7 s�1) and (γ ¼ �3:57, _γ ¼ 0:7 s�1) are
shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) for quadrants I and IV of the
Lissajous–Bowditch curves, respectively.

Similar to the shear reversal experiment, we plot in each
figure the instantaneous strain (γ), strain rate ( _γ), stress (σ),
and viscosity (η) versus time (t) through two LAOS cycles
(unshaded region) followed by a cessation experiment
(shaded region). The roman numerals above the topmost plot
indicate the quadrant of the Lissajous curve at that time
period. The system was sheared for approximately two full
cycles, which was sufficient for achieving reproducible
LAOS behavior. At the time of cessation, tces, the instanta-
neous strain and strain rate transition from the LAOS time-
periodic behavior to a zero-shear stress relaxation regime.
Simultaneously, the stress exhibits a rapid exponential decay
characteristic of cessation experiments in shear-thickening

FIG. 2. Plots of instantaneous strain (γ), strain rate ( _γ), stress (σ), and viscosity (η) versus time for (a) and (b) reversal experiments in quadrant I and IV and
(c) and (d) cessation experiments in quadrants I and IV. The roman numerals on top of each plot correspond to the quadrant of the Lissajous curve at that time
period. The grayed region near the end of each plot shows the period after reversal or cessation. Viscosities are not shown after shear cessation since the instan-
taneous strain rate is zero.
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fluids [41,47–49]. The suspension viscosity is not shown
after tces since the strain rate is zero.

IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

To determine the relative contributions of the contact,
Brownian, and hydrodynamic stresses, we conduct shear rever-
sal and shear cessation experiments for different points across
the LAOS cycle. Prior to each set of reversal and cessation
experiment, the sample was sheared for 2min at a constant
shear rate of 0:5 s�1 to recreate the same initial condition. The
exact protocol can be found in the supplementary material [51].

A. Quadrant I

We implement a reversal experiment as described in
Fig. 2(a) and extract the relationship between the stresses
before and after reversal. We plot the total stress σ versus

strain after reversal γ(trev)� γ in Fig. 3(a). Each color indi-
cates data for a specific instantaneous strain rate chosen on
the Lissajous–Bowditch curve. For clarity, datasets at only
five strain rates are shown in the figure. The dashed lines
indicate the stress measured just prior to reversal on the
Lissajous curve, σT , and the open circle corresponds to the
stress at the lowest measurable strain postreversal, σrev. For
each dataset, the difference between each dashed line and
the open circle gives σT � σrev ¼ σC þ 2σB. We note that
since higher shear rates have been applied to the suspen-
sion during the LAOS cycle, this protocol results in a
higher stress during LAOS (dashed lines) than at steady
state after reversal.

We implement a cessation experiment as depicted in
Fig. 2(c) to extract the Brownian stress. We plot the total
stress after cessation versus time in Fig. 3(b), where we have
set t ¼ 0 s to be the point of cessation. Different color curves

FIG. 3. Results from reversal and cessation experiments in quadrant I of the Lissajous curve. (a) Stress versus strain post reversal curves for the shear reversal
experiment. γ(trev) corresponds to the strain at the time of reversal, and the open circles correspond to the first measurable stress after reversal. (b) Stress versus
time curves for the shear cessation experiment, where t ¼ 0 s corresponds to the time of cessation. The gray area corresponds to the region where instrument
inertia significantly affects the data and is excluded from our analysis. The inset shows an exponential fit (red dashed curve) to the data corresponding to an
instantaneous shear rate of 0.7 s�1. The Brownian stress is extracted by extrapolating the red fit to t ¼ 0 s. For clarity, the density of data points plotted has been
reduced. Different color curves represent different instantaneous strain rate _γ on the Lissajous–Bowditch curve for both (a) and (b). (c) Decomposed stress
against instantaneous strain rate using the proposed protocol and (d) is the corresponding viscosity versus strain rate curve. The subscripts C, B, H, and T repre-
sent the contact, Brownian, hydrodynamic, and total stress/viscosity, respectively.
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distinguish between data from different instantaneous strain
rates on the Lissajous–Bowditch curve, while the dashed
lines indicate the total stress before cessation for each of
these strain rates. The shaded region near t ¼ 0 s is signifi-
cantly affected by instrument inertia effects, and data in
this region are, therefore, not shown and excluded from our
analysis. The inset shows an exponential fit in red to the data
for the instantaneous strain rate of 0:7 s�1 in purple. The
Brownian stress was extracted by extrapolating the fit to
t ¼ 0 s. Only the first 600 ms of the data was fitted as we are
interested in the initial Brownian response at t ¼ 0 s. In this
manner, we determine the Brownian stress for each of the
instantaneous strain rates.

We complete the stress decomposition by combining the
results from both the reversal and cessation experiments
[Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. From Eqs. (1) and (2) and the measured
Brownian stress, we extract the contact, Brownian, and

hydrodynamic stresses and plot them along with the total
stress against instantaneous strain rate in Fig. 3(c).

Finally, we determine the viscosity contributions due to
contact, Brownian, and hydrodynamic stresses in Fig. 3(d).
Moving clockwise along the LAOS curve, these data show
that at high instantaneous strain rates, where the suspension
behaves as a Newtonian fluid with a shear-thickened viscos-
ity [top left region of quadrant I in Fig. 1(a)], the suspension
response is dominated by the contact stresses. For the chosen
LAOS amplitude, the viscosity due to contacts is larger than
the hydrodynamic viscosity by a factor of five and larger
than the Brownian viscosity by a factor of 30. At lower
instantaneous strain rates [right region of quadrant I in
Fig. 1(a)], the suspension viscosity decreases. The viscosity
decomposition indicates that while the hydrodynamic viscos-
ity remains nearly constant, the viscosity contribution arising
from contact stresses diminishes by more than two orders of

FIG. 4. Reversal and cessation experiment in quadrant IV of the Lissajous curve. (a) Stress versus strain curves for the shear reversal experiment. γ(trev) corre-
sponds to the strain at the time of reversal, and the open circles correspond to the first measurable stress after reversal. (b) Stress versus time curves for the
shear cessation experiment where t ¼ 0 s corresponds to the time of cessation. The red dashed lines indicate a fit to the negative stress data. For clarity, the
density of the data points plotted has been reduced. Different color curves represent different instantaneous strain rate _γ on the Lissajous–Bowditch curve for
both (a) and (b). (c) Decomposed stress versus instantaneous strain rate curve and (d) the corresponding viscosity versus instantaneous strain rate curve. The
subscripts C, B, H, and T represent the contact, Brownian, hydrodynamic, and total stress/viscosity, respectively. Data for _γ � 0:2 s�1 are calculated based on
the assumption that σC ¼ 0. Negative contributions to the stresses and viscosities are shown in the insets on a linear scale.
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magnitude, whereas the Brownian viscosity increases by
almost an order of magnitude.

B. Quadrant IV

We implement a reversal experiment as described in
Fig. 2(b) and extract the relationship between the stresses
before and after reversal. We plot the total stress σ versus
strain after reversal, γ(trev)� γ, in Fig. 4(a). In addition, we
indicate with dashed lines the stress measured just prior
to reversal, with the colors, once again, indicating the LAOS
instantaneous strain rates analyzed. Using the same protocol,
we take σrev to be the stress value at the lowest measurable
strain after reversal (open circles). The difference between
each dashed line and the left-most stress value for its corre-
sponding curve gives σT � σrev. We note that the suspension
has not had sufficient time to reach steady state during LAOS.
Thus, the stresses during LAOS (dashed lines) are smaller
than the steady state shear after reversal.

We implement a cessation experiment as described in
Fig. 2(d) to extract the Brownian stress. We plot the normal-
ized stress versus time in Fig. 4(b) with t ¼ 0 s set as the
point of cessation. Different curve colors indicate different
LAOS instantaneous strain rates prior to cessation. We find
that for the higher strain rate curves associated with the thick-
ening behavior in quadrant IV, the Brownian stress is positive
(against the instantaneous shear direction) and decays with
time as was observed in the previous analysis for quadrant
I. For the _γ , 0:2 s�1 data, we find that the Brownian stress
is negative (along the instantaneous shear direction) and
decays with time. As before, we determine the Brownian
stress at the point of cessation via exponential fits to the data,
with the fits shown in red for the _γ ¼ 0:05 s�1 and
_γ ¼ 0:1 s�1 data. In this manner, we determine the Brownian
stress for each instantaneous strain rate.

We complete the stress decomposition by combining the
results from both the reversal and cessation experiments
[Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. For _γ . 0:2 s�1, we use Eqs. (1)
and (2), and the measured Brownian stress to extract the
contact, Brownian, and hydrodynamic stresses and plot them
along with the total stress in Fig. 4(c).

For _γ � 0:2 s�1, the protocol must be modified. The nega-
tive Brownian stresses at these LAOS instantaneous strain
rates suggest that the suspension microstructure has memory
of the shear history in quadrant III. Physically, this negative
stress likely stems from the suspension having just undergone
a reversal within the LAOS cycle itself and having insuffi-
cient time for the microstructure to rearrange. The presence
of this residual microstructure reduces the strain required
after reversal for shear thickening to arise, as shown in
Fig. 4(a). The finite time response of the rheometer, which
gives rise to finite strain accumulated prior to our measure-
ment of σrev, thus prevents us from accurately recovering the
stress immediately after reversal for _γ � 0:2 s�1 as the finite
strain accumulated may induce contact stresses in σrev. This
is consistent with the observation that σrev . σT for
_γ ¼ 0:1 s�1 as shown in Fig. 4(a). As such, it is necessary to
modify our interpretation of our data.

Since the system has just undergone reversal in the LAOS
cycle, we can assume that contact stresses are negligible [37].
If that is the case, Eq. (1) simplifies to σT ¼ σB þ σH . From
this equation and the measured Brownian stress, we can
extract the hydrodynamic stress for these points in the LAOS
curve [Fig. 4(c)].

Finally, we determine the viscosity contributions due to
contact, Brownian, and hydrodynamic stresses in Fig. 4(d).
Moving clockwise along the LAOS curve, these data show
that at low instantaneous strain rates [left region of quadrant
IV in Fig. 1(a)], the contribution from hydrodynamic
stresses dominates the contact and Brownian response.

FIG. 5. Visualization of the relative contribution of each stress component at different points on the Lissajous–Bowditch curve. The relative stress contribution
is indicated by the colored area, superimposed on the Lissajous–Bowditch curve. The contact stress σC is represented in yellow beneath the diamond markers,
the hydrodynamic stress σH is represented in orange beneath the plus markers, and the Brownian stress σB is represented in brown beneath the square markers.
The colored areas are generated via spline interpolation based on the markers plotted over each curve. The total stress is indicated by the blue asterisks. (b) A
magnified view of the region near the LAOS reversal. The cyan arrows indicate the direction of strain on the bounding curve which sandwiches the Brownian
contribution area with the bold black zero stress line. The Brownian contributions have been hatched where the forward slashes indicate contribution in quadrant
I and the backslash correspond to quadrant II. The cross-hatched area at the far right corner is to be taken into account for both quadrants.
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In this regime, the viscosity due to contacts is minimal,
while the viscosity contribution due to Brownian motion is
negative and helps drive the suspension flow. As the instan-
taneous strain rate increases [top right region of quadrant IV
in Fig. 1(a)], the suspension shear thickens. This thickening
is primarily driven by contact stresses. The hydrodynamic
viscosity is nearly constant, which indicates that for this
volume fraction, the particle rearrangements do not substan-
tially alter the hydrodynamic stresses. Finally, the Brownian
viscosity transitions from a negative value that helps drive
the flows, to a positive value that opposes the flows as parti-
cles rearrange and pack along the new maximum compres-
sive axis.

V. DISCUSSION

We compile the results from Figs. 3(c) and 4(c) to deter-
mine the relative contributions of each stress component to
the total LAOS response and plot the result in Fig. 5. The
shaded regions represent contributions from the contact stress
σC (yellow), hydrodynamic stress σH (orange), and
Brownian stress σB (brown). The blue crosses represent the
total stress, σT . Overall, we find that in the thickened regimes
corresponding to the high stresses (near γ ¼ 0, when the
instantaneous strain rates are the highest), the contact contri-
bution to the stress dominates. This behavior is consistent
with the prior literature [25,35,37], implicating contact
stresses as the primary driver for shear-thickening. More
complex behaviors are observed after the LAOS reversal
points at the extreme strains. There, for quadrants II and IV,
we find that the total stress dips below the hydrodynamic
stress and that the Brownian contribution, instead of resisting,
helps to drive the flow [Fig. 5(b)]. We interpret this result to
mean that the particles concentrated along the maximal com-
pressive axis in the preceding quadrant have not yet rear-
ranged along the new compressive axis. This structural
memory also helps elucidate why, in quadrant IV, the onset
strain for thickening after reversal is not constant [Fig. 4(a)].
Specifically, for the lower instantaneous strain rates, the sus-
pension requires less strain to thicken after reversal because of
this residual structural anisotropy.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have shown that the proposed stress decomposition
protocol provides us with an experimental avenue to deter-
mine the relative contributions of the contact, Brownian, and
hydrodynamic stresses in an LAOS experiment. Collectively,
these results substantially aid in the interpretation of LAOS
data in dense suspensions and also serve to provide severe
constraints for proposed models for the flow.

These particular experiments were conducted in a continu-
ously thickening suspension. For denser suspensions exhibit-
ing discontinuous shear thickening, these protocols may need
to be modified. It may also be the case that in this regime, a
stress controlled rheometer such as the Anton Paar MCR702
might be a better candidate to accurately impose the required
stress to obtain the familiar “S” shape stress versus strain rate
curve.

More broadly, large amplitude oscillatory shear is being
used more and more frequently to characterize materials
ranging from blood to polymer melts, to gels, and even bal-
listic clays. It is, therefore, worth considering whether addi-
tional features such as the stress decomposition illustrated
here, as well as other shear protocols [23,50] should be
implemented as standard protocols in rheometers [51].
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